Who We Are

Restore NYC is a nonprofit organization making freedom real for survivors of trafficking in the United States. Since 2009 we have pioneered innovative counseling, housing, and economic-empowerment solutions that give survivors access to improved well-being, safe homes, and real jobs—the things that our data tell us make freedom real.

Why Work With Us

Restore’s Services/Support

- Survivors more likely to be BIPOC
- Restore-funded administrative costs
- 8-week job readiness training
- Supported job placement
- Job retention coaching

Benefits to Your Business/Household

- Meet your goals for diversity, inclusion, and social impact
- No staffing or recruitment fees
- Job-ready, trained workers
- Pre-screened candidates
- Higher worker retention
- Learn how to address stress and trauma in the workplace

Sectors We Serve

Primarily in Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn, and the Bronx

Worker Profile

64% Have at least five years of work experience
78% Are entrepreneurial, expressing interest in starting a business
36% Are college graduates or earned some college credits
27% Completed high school or have an equivalency diploma
20% Are native English speakers; 41% are Spanish speakers
31% Have advanced or intermediate-level English proficiency

Help Us Make Freedom Real

Employ talented, resilient survivors of trafficking.

Contact abner.paulino@restorenyc.org to tell us about your needs!